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THE ABEL-JACOBI MAP OF THE SPACE OF CONICS FOR DOUBLE
SEXTIC THREEFOLDS
HOSUNG KIM AND YONGNAM LEE
Abstract. Let X be a double cover of P3 branched along a sextic surface Y . In this
paper, we show that, for general X , the Abel-Jacobi map associated to the normalization
F˜ (X) of the surface F (X) of curves contained in X which are preimages of lines bitangent
to Y , gives an isogeny between the Albanese variety of F˜ (X) and the intermediate Jacobian
of X .
1. Introduction
Throughout this paper we will work over the field of complex numbers. Let wY : X → P
3
be a double cover of P3 branched along a sextic surface Y . We call X a double sextic
threefold. When Y is smooth, X is a Fano manifold of index 1 such that −KX = H where
H is the class of the pullback of a hyperplane of P3.
A conic in X is a rational curve C in X such that −KX · C = 2. There are two types
of conics in X . The first one is a rational curve C in X such that its image wY (C) is a
conic in P3 meeting Y with even multiplicity at each intersection point. The second one is
a rational curve C in X such that its image ℓ = wY (C) is a bitangent line of Y , i.e., the
intersection ℓ ∩ Y is of the form 2p + 2q + r + s for some p, q, r, s ∈ ℓ. For general Y , the
space of conics in X of the first type is a smooth surface and its associated Abel-Jacobi
map had been studied in [1].
In this paper we are going to study the space of conics of the second type. Let us define
the space of conics in X of Type II.
Definition 1.1. Let X be a double sextic threefold. A conic in X of Type II is a curve C
in X with −KX ·C = 2 such that its image ℓ = wY (C) is a line in P
3 and the intersection
ℓ ∩ Y contains a subscheme of the form 2p + 2q + r + s for some p, q, r, s ∈ ℓ. We denote
by F (X) the space of conics in X of Type II.
In Definition 1.1, when the points p, q, r, s are distinct, C is a rational curve with two
nodes over p and q. The composition of the normalization C˜ → C and the restriction wY |C
induces a morphism C˜ → ℓ ∼= P1 of degree 2 branched at r and s. In contrast to the case
in [[1], Proposition 1.14] F (X) is not smooth even for general X , but its normalization is
smooth.
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Proposition 1.2. For a general double sextic threefold X, the normalization F˜ (X) of
F (X) is a smooth irreducible projective surface.
In this paper, we also study the Abel-Jacobi map associated with F˜ (X) defined as follows:
Let X be a general double sextic threefold. We note that H3(X)free := H3(X,Z)/(torsion)
is embedded in H2,1(X)∨ in which it forms a lattice. The intermediate Jacobian of X is
an abelian variety defined by
J(X) := H2,1(X)∨/H3(X)free.
Let us also denote by
A(F˜ (X)) := H0(F˜ (X),Ω1
F˜ (X)
)∨/H1(F˜ (X),Z)
the Albanese variety of F˜ (X). Let γ : H1(F˜ (X),Z) → H3(X,Z) be the cycle map given
by sending a 1-cycle σ on F˜ (X) to the 3 -cycle swept out by conics in X corresponding to
points of φX(σ) where φX is the normalization morphism from F˜ (X) to F (X). This map
induces a morphism
Φ : A(F˜ (X))→ J(X)
which is called the Abel-Jacobi map.
Theorem 1.3. For a general double sextic threefold X, its associated Abel-Jacobi mapping
Φ : A(F˜ (X))→ J(X) is an isogeny of degree 2k for some k ∈ N.
In order to prove Theorem 1.3 we will follow the arguments appearing in [7]. Next
theorem is essential in the proof of the previous theorem.
Let W be the space of sextic surfaces in P3. Then W is isomorphic to the projective
space P83. Let L be a line inW , and let πL : XL → L be a pencil of double sextic threefolds
branched along sextic surfaces in L.
Theorem 1.4. Let {Xb}b∈L be a general pencil of double sextic threefolds and let b1, . . . , bN ∈
L be the singular values of πL. Then
(a) F˜ (Xb) has at most isolated singularities for b ∈ L \ {b1, . . . , bN}.
(b) F˜ (XbJ ), 1 ≤ J ≤ N , has double points of rank two along an irreducible smooth
curve ΓJ . Furthermore it has at most isolated sigularities outside of ΓJ . Here ΓJ
is the normalization of the space of conics in XbJ of Type II passing through the
singular point MJ of XbJ .
(c) F˜ (Xb) is irreducible for all b ∈ L.
Combining Theorem 1.3 and the equality h2,1(X) = 52, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1.5. For a general double sextic threefold X, we have h1,0(F˜ (X)) = 52.
2. Space of conics and the Abel-Jacobi map
In this section we are going to prove Theorem 1.3 modulo Theorem 1.4 which will be
proved in Section 3.
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Let G = Gr(2, 4) be the Grassmannian variety parametrizing lines on P3, and denote
its tautological vector bundle by I. Set F = P(S2I∨) ×G P(S
2I∨). We note that F
parametrizes
{(ℓ, p+ q, r + s) ∈ G× P(S2I∨)× P(S2I∨) | p, q, r, s ∈ ℓ}.
Define a subscheme U of W × F by
U = {(Y, (ℓ, p+ q, r + s)) ∈ W × F | Y ∩ ℓ contains 2p+ 2q + r + s as a subscheme}.
We denote by ψ : U → W and φ : U → G the natural projection morphisms. For each
sextic surface Y ∈ W , set U(Y ) = ψ−1(Y ) and S(Y ) = φ(ψ−1(Y )). Then
U(Y ) = {(ℓ, p+ q, r + s) ∈ F | Y ∩ ℓ contains 2p+ 2q + r + s as a subscheme}
and
S(Y ) = {ℓ ∈ G | Y ∩ ℓ contains a subscheme of the form 2p+ 2q + r + s }.
Let φY : U(Y )→ S(Y ) be the morphism given by the restriction of φ.
Proposition 2.1. For a general sextic surface Y in P3, U(Y ) is a smooth irreducible
projective surface, and φY : U(Y )→ S(Y ) is a finite morphism of degree 1.
Proof. It is easy to check that each fiber of φ is isomorphic to P2×P2×P77 which implies that
U is connected and smooth of dimension 85. Take a general Y ∈ W . Since ψ is surjective,
U(Y ) is a connected smooth surface. We remark that Y contains no line and hence φY is
a finite morphism. Since a general bitangent line ℓ of Y satisties Y ∩ ℓ = 2p + 2q + r + s
for distinct points p, q, r, s, it follows that φY is generically one to one. 
We note that non-normal locus of S(Y ) occurs when r or s becomes p or q.
Notation-Remark 2.2. Consider the double cover ωY : X → P
3 branched on a sextic
surface Y . Then S(Y ) can be considered as the space of conics in X of Type II. So we
set F (X) := S(Y ) and F˜ (X) := U(Y ), and denote by φX : F˜ (X) → F (X) the morphism
corresponding to φY : U(Y )→ S(Y ).
Proof of Proposition 1.2. The proof comes from Proposition 2.1 and Notation-Remark 2.2.

For a line L in W , set UL = ψ
−1(L) and denote by ψL : UL → L the restriction of ψ.
Lemma 2.3. For a general line L in W and a general point Y ∈ L, H1(U(Y ),Q) is
generated by the vanishing cycles of ψL.
Proof. We remark that invariant cocycles for the action of the monodromy of ψ are in the
image of H1(U ,Q)→ H1(U(Y ),Q). Note that each fiber of φ is ismorphic to P2×P2×P77.
Since H1(G,Q) = 0 and H1(P2×P2×P77,Q) = 0 it follows that H1(U ,Q) = 0. Therefore
there is no invariant cocycle for the action of the monodromy of ψ on the 1st cohomology
H1(U(Y ),Q). Since π1(L-discriminant of ψL) → π1(W -discriminant of ψ) is surjective,
by Lefscheftz theorem, it follows that there is no invariant cocycle for the action of the
monodromy of ψL on the 1st cohomology H
1(U(Y ),Q). This implies our lemma. 
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Notation 2.4. Take a general line L in W . Choose a homogeneous coordinate system
t0, . . . , t3 (resp. s0, s1) on P
3 (resp. L). Let XL be the double cover of P
3
L = L × P
3
branched on the subscheme YL of L × P
3 defined by s0f(t0, . . . , t3) + s1g(t0, . . . , t3) = 0.
Then we obtain a pencil of double sextic threefolds πL : XL → L such that each fiber Xb,
b = (s0, s1) ∈ L, is the double cover of P
3 branched along the sextic surface Yb in P
3 defined
by s0f(t0, . . . , t3) + s1g(t0, . . . , t3) = 0. We set F˜L := UL and consider ψL : F˜L → L as the
family of {F˜ (Xb)}b∈L.
Lemma 2.5. In Notaion 2.4, let X0 be a smooth fiber of the family πL : XL → L. Then
the vanishing cycles of πL generate H3(X0,Z).
Proof. There is no invariant cocycles in H3(X0,Q) for the action of the monodromy of
πL. In fact, invariant cocycles in H
3(X0,Q) are in the image of the restriction map:
H3(XL,Q) → H
3(X0,Q). Therefore it is enough to show that H
3(XL,Q) = 0, which can
be obtained by Theorem 2.1 in [6], i.e.
H3(XL,Q) ∼= H
3(P3L,Q) = 0
because XL is a double cover of P
3
L branched along an ample divisor YL.
By the Poincare duality, there is no invariant cycle in H3(X0,Q) which implies that the
vanishing cycles of πL generate H3(X0,Q). Therefore we only need to show that H3(X0,Z)
is torsion free. By the universal coefficient theorem, we can see that the torsion subgroup
of H3(X0,Z) is isomorphic to the torsion subgroup of H
4(X0,Z) which is isomorphic to the
torsion subgroup of H2(X0,Z) by the Poincare duality. Then by Proposition 1.11 in [5], we
have H2(X0,Z) ∼= H2(P
3,Z) ∼= Z, which shows that H3(X0,Z) is torsion free. Therefore
we get the result. 
Notation 2.6. Choose a general line L ⊂ W so that the family πL : XL → L satisfies
properties in Theorem 1.4. Let b1, . . . , bN be the singular values of πL. Take a general
point 0 ∈ L and denote by X0 its associated double sextic threefold. By Lemmas 2.3, 2.5
and Theorem 1.4, for each J = 1, . . . , N , there is exactly one vanishing cycle αJ (resp.
βJ) in H3(X0,Z) (resp. H1(F˜ (X0),Z)) corresponding to each singular value bJ such that
α1, . . . , αN (resp. β1, . . . , βN) form a generator of H3(X0,Z) (resp. H1(F˜ (X0),Q)). We
mention that the isolated singularities of F˜ (Xb) for b ∈ L do not produce vanishing cycles
in H1(F˜ (X0),Z) [8].
Lemma 2.7. Let γ0 : H1(F˜ (X0),Z) → H3(X0,Z) be the morphism mapping 1-cycle σ on
F˜ (X0) to the 3-cycle on X0 swept out by curves corresponding to points of φX0(σ). Then the
image of γ0 contains a cycle δJ , 1 ≤ J ≤ N , such that < δJ , αJ >= ±2 for J = 1, . . . , N .
Proof. We use the same notation as before and as in Theorem 1.4. We may assume that
all the singular values bJ , J = 1, . . . , N , lie in one affine open subset C of L ∼= P
1. Fix a
general point PJ ∈ ΓJ and a generic hyperplane HJ ⊂ F˜L through PJ relatively to some
projective embedding of F˜L. Consider CbJ+ǫ = F˜ (XbJ+ǫ)∩HJ for a small ǫ 6= 0 in C. Then
CbJ+ǫ is smooth and irreducible, while CbJ = F˜ (XbJ ) ∩HJ is irreducible (see Theorem 1.4
(c)) and has an ordinary double point PJ .
Let τˆJ be a real 1-dimensional closed path in CbJ passing through PJ such that it lies in
two analytic branches of CbJ at PJ and τˆJ − PJ is contained in the smooth locus of CbJ .
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Then τˆJ can be continuouly deformed to a 1-cycle on CbJ+ǫ and hence to a 1-cycle τJ on
F˜ (X0).
We claim that δJ := γ0(τJ) satisfies < δJ , αJ >= ±2.
Let δˆJ be the 3-cycle in XbL swept out by τˆJ . Let MJ be the singular point of XbJ . It is
enough to exhibit a 3-sphere SˆJ ⊂ XbJ −MJ which deforms to a vanishing cycle in XbJ+ǫ
and meets δˆJ transversally at two points.
Let U1 and U2 ⊂ CbJ be neighborhoods of PJ in two analytic branches of CbJ at PJ ,
and let Z1, Z2 ⊂ XbJ be complex surfaces swept out by conics in U1 and U2, respectively.
Then for each i = 1, 2, the tangent cone TMJZi of Zi at MJ consists of two planes πi and
π′i where πi and π
′
i belong to the different rulings of the tangent cone TMJXbJ of XbJ at
NJ , and hence they meet in a complex line C. We may assume that π1 and π2 (resp. π
′
1
and π′2) belong to different rullings.
We note that δˆJ locally lies in Z1 ∪ Z2, and PJ parametrize the conic Z1 ∩ Z2 and, as a
point moving on τˆJ crosses PJ , the conic it parametrizes transfers from Z1 to Z2. Choose
analytic coordinates at MJ in XbJ so that XbJ is replaced by its tangent cone TMJXbJ ,
Z1 and Z2 are replaced by their tangent cone π1 ∪ π
′
1 and π2 ∪ π
′
2, and δˆJ is replaced by
∪u∈RLu∪L
′
u where {Lu∪L
′
u}u∈R is a family of a union complex lines such that L0 = π1∩π2
and L′0 = π
′
1∩π
′
2, Lu ⊂ π1\L0 and L
′
u ∈ π
′
1\L
′
0 for u > 0, and Lu ⊂ π2\L0 and L
′
u ∈ π
′
2\L
′
0
for u < 0. In particular, the conic corresponding to PJ is replaced by L0 ∪ L
′
0.
Choose a complex plane π in TMJXbJ through MJ so that it belongs to the same ruling
as π′1 which is equal to that of π2. Let SˆJ be the 3-sphere of points of π which has a
distance dJ (0 < dJ << 1) from MJ . Since π1 (resp. π
′
2) and π belongs to different rulings
in TMJXbJ , the intersection Lπ,1 := π ∩ π1 (resp. Lπ,2 := π ∩ π
′
2) is a complex line through
MJ . On the other hand, since π
′
1 (resp. π2) and π are in the same rulling, the intersection
π∩π′1 (resp. π∩π
′
2) consists of one point MJ , and hence SˆJ ∩π
′
1 = SˆJ ∩π2 = ∅. Therefore
SˆJ ∩ Lu = ∅ for u ≤ 0 and SˆJ ∩ L
′
u = ∅ for u ≥ 0. Hence we have
SˆJ ∩ δˆJ = SˆJ ∩ ∪u∈R(Lu ∪ L
′
u) = (SˆJ ∩ ∪u>0Lu) ∪ (SˆJ ∩ ∪u<0L
′
u)
= ((Lπ,1 ∩ SˆJ) ∩ (Lπ,1 ∩ ∪u>0Lu)) ∪ ((Lπ,2 ∩ SˆJ) ∩ (Lπ,2 ∩ ∪u<0L
′
u)).
We remark that Lπ,1∩ SˆJ is a circle S
1 in a plane R2 with center MJ and (Lπ,1∩∪u>0Lu) is
a open half line from MJ in R
2. Therefore the intersection ((Lπ,1 ∩ SˆJ) ∩ (Lπ,1 ∩ ∪u>0Lu))
consists of one point. By the same arguments it follows that ((Lπ,2∩ SˆJ )∩ (Lπ,2∩∪u<0L
′
u))
contains only one point. We are done. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemma 2.7, for each J with 1 ≤ J ≤ N , the image of
γ0 : H1(F˜ (X0),Z)→ H3(X0,Z) contains a 3-cycle δJ such that < δJ , αJ >= ±2. Let τJ ∈
H1(F˜ (X0),Z) be the 1-cycle appearing in the proof of Lemma 2.7 such that γ0(τJ) = δJ .
It is easy to see that < τJ , βJ >= ±1. Let ωJ ∈ π1(L \ {b1, . . . , bN}) be the member of a
generator corresponding to bJ . Then
ωJ∗(τJ) = τJ± < τJ , βJ > βJ = τJ ± βJ .
Let γ0(βJ) = nαJ for some integer n. Then γ0(ωJ∗(τJ )) = γ0(τJ± < τJ , βJ > βJ) =
γ0(τJ ± βJ) = τJ ± nαJ and ωJ∗(γ0(τJ )) = ωJ∗δJ = δJ± < δJ , αJ > αJ = δJ ± 2αJ .
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Since γ0(ωJ∗(τJ)) = ωJ∗(γ0(τJ)), it follows that n = ±2. Therefore γ0(βJ) = ±2αJ for all
J = 1, . . . , N . 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.4
In this section we are going to prove Theorem1.4.
3.1. Irreducibility. This subsection contains the proof of Theorem 1.4 (c) modulo (a)
and (b).
Let X be a general sextic threefold. Choose a general point 0 ∈ F˜ (X) and let C0 be the
corresponding conic in X . Define a morphism Ψ0 : F˜ (X) → J(X) by sending s ∈ F˜ (X)
to the point of J(X) corresponding to the linear form on H2,1(X) given by ω 7→
∫
ζ
ω for a
3-chain ζ with ∂ζ = Cs − C0 where Cs denotes the conic represented by s.
Lemma 3.1. In the situation above, Ψ0 : F˜ (X)→ J(X) is not a zero map.
Proof. We may assume that C = C0 has two nodes denoted by p and q. We have natural
identifications T0F˜ (X) = H
0(C,NC/X) and TΨ0(0)J(C) = H
2(X,Ω1X). Let us denote by
τ0 : H
1(X,Ω2X)→ H
0(C,NC/X)
∗ = H1(ωC ⊗N
∗
C/X) the transpose of the differential of Ψ0
at 0. τ0 is the composition of the following three morphisms [3]:
τ ′0 : H
1(X,Ω2X)→ H
1(C,Ω2X ⊗OC),
τ
′′
0 : H
1(C,Ω2X ⊗OC)→ H
1(C,Ω1C ⊗N
∗
C/X),
τ
′′′
0 : H
1(C,Ω1C ⊗N
∗
C/X)→ H
1(ωC ⊗N
∗
C/X).
Here τ ′0 is the restriction map, and the map τ
′′
0 comes from the exact sequence:
0→ ∧2N∗C/X → Ω
2
X ⊗OC → Ω
1
C ⊗N
∗
C/X → 0,
which is obtained from
0→ N∗C/X → Ω
1
X ⊗OC → Ω
1
C → 0.
Since C is a curve, we have H2(C,∧2N∗C/X) = 0 which implies that τ
′′
0 is surjective. We
have two exact sequences
0→ K → Ω1C → Ip,q ⊗ ωC → 0
and
0→ Ip,q ⊗ ωC → ωC → T → 0
for some sheaves T and K supported on some points. Furthermore, the natural morphism
Ω1C → ωC factors through Ω
1
C → Ip,q⊗ωC → ωC . Therefore it follows that τ
′′′
0 is surjective.
Now it is enough to show that τ ′0 is surjective. Consider wY : X → P
3 be the covering
morphism. Choose a general hyperplane P2 ⊂ P3 containing the line ℓ := wY (C) and set
S := w−1Y (P
2). We have the following maps:
C

⊂ S

⊂ X

⊂ E = P(14, 3)
ℓ ⊂ P2 ⊂ P3
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From the exact sequence of adjunction:
0→ N∗X/E → Ω
1
E ⊗OX → Ω
1
X → 0
by taking exterior product and then tensoring with NX/E , we get the exact sequence:
0→ Ω2X → Ω
3
E ⊗NX/E → Ω
3
X ⊗NX/E → 0.
Tensoring with OC , we get the commutative diagram:
0 // Ω2X

// Ω3E ⊗NX/E

// Ω3X ⊗NX/E

// 0
0 // Ω2X ⊗OC // Ω
3
E ⊗NX/E ⊗OC // Ω
3
X ⊗NX/E ⊗OC // 0
where the vertical maps are induced by the natural surjection OX → OC . By taking the
cohomology we obtain the following commutative diagram:
H0(X,Ω3X ⊗NX/E)
R0

s
// H1(X,Ω2X)
τ
′
0

// H1(X,Ω3E ⊗NX/E)
R1

H0(X,Ω3X ⊗NX/E ⊗OC) sC
// H1(X,Ω2X ⊗OC) // H
1(X,Ω3E ⊗NX/E ⊗OC)
Claim: R0 is surjective
We remark that Ω3X ⊗ NX/E = OX(5) and Ω
3
X ⊗ NX/E ⊗ OC = OC(5), and R0 is the
restriction map H0(X,OX(5))→ H
0(C,OC(5)). From the exact sequence
0→ OX(4)→ OX(5)→ OS(5)→ 0
and H1(X,OX(4)) = 0, we have a surjective restriction: H
0(X,OX(5)) → H
0(S,OS(5)).
From the exact sequence
0→ OS(4)→ OS(5)→ OC(5)→ 0
and H1(S,OS(4)) = 0, the restriction H
0(S,OS(5))→ H
0(C,OC(5)) is surjective. There-
fore it follows that R0 is surjective.
Claim: R1 is surjective.
Using Theorem in 2.3.2 [2], we can show that H2(X,Ω3E ⊗OX(5)) = 0 and H
2(S,Ω3E ⊗
OS(5)) = 0. Since H
2(X,Ω3E ⊗ NX/E ⊗ IS/X) = H
2(X,Ω3E ⊗ OX(5)) = 0, the map
H1(X,Ω3E ⊗ NX/E) → H
1(S,Ω3E ⊗ NX/E ⊗ OS) is surjective. Similarly, from H
2(S,Ω3E ⊗
NX/E ⊗ IC/S) = H
2(S,Ω3E ⊗ OS(5)) = 0, it follows that H
1(S,Ω3E ⊗ NX/E ⊗ OS) →
H1(C,Ω3E ⊗NX/E ⊗OC) is surjective. Combining these two surjections, we get the claim.
Claim: sC is surjective
From Theorem in 2.3.2 [2] we can show that H1(E,Ω3E ⊗ OX(6)) = 0. Since R1 is
surjective and H1(X,Ω3E ⊗NX/E) = H
1(X,Ω3E ⊗ OX(6)) = 0, it follows that H
1(X,Ω3E ⊗
NX/E ⊗OC) = 0 which implies our claim.
In conclusion, it follows that τ
′
0 is surjective because of the surjectivity of R0 and sC . 
Corollary 3.2. If X is a general double sextic threefold, then H1(F˜ (X),Q) 6= 0.
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Proof. By the universal property of Albanese map Ab : F˜ (X) → A(F˜ (X)), Ψ0 = Φ ◦ Ab.
Therefore Lemma 3.1 implies the required statememt. 
Next proposition will be proved modulo Theorem 1.3 (b), and it implies Theorem 1.3
(c).
Proposition 3.3. Let W s be the space of singular sextic surfaces in P3. For a general
singular sextic surface Y ∈ W s, U(Y ) is irreducible.
Proof. Set Us = ψ−1(W s) and let ψs : U
s → W s be the restriction of ψ. Since W s is
irreducible, either the general fiber of ψs is irreducible or all fibers are reducible. Suppose
we are in the second case. Take a general line L ⊂ W . For each b ∈ L, we denote by Yb
the corresponding sextic surface. Let 0 ∈ L be a general point.
Let L ∩ W s = {b1, . . . , bN}. We may asssume that all bJ are contained in an affine
open subset C of L. Theorem 1.3 (b) says that U(YbJ ) is connected and it is a union of
two irreducible components meeting tranversally along a smooth curve ΓJ . Furhermore
each component is smooth along ΓJ and has only isolated singular points. Therefore
we can choose a smooth curve C contained in one of the components of U(YbJ ) meeting
ΓJ transversely at some points denoted by P1, . . . , Pr. Let T ⊂ U(YbJ ) be a tubular
neighborhood of ΓJ and set D := C \ T . Then D is a compact oriented 2 dimensional
manifold with boundary, whose boundary consists of r number of 1-cycles. Then D can be
deformed continuously to a 2-manifold Dǫ lying on U(YbJ+ǫ). Here ǫ is a complex number
such that bJ + ǫ ∈ C ⊂ L. We may assume that each component of the boundary of Dǫ is
homologeous to βJ the vanishing cycle corresponding to the singular value bJ . Therefore the
boundary is homologeous to rβJ , which implies that βJ is a torsion cycles. In conclusion,
every vanishing cycle of U(Y0) is torsion. Since they generate H1(U(Y0),Q) this implies
that H1(U(Y0),Q) = 0, which is a contradiction to Corollary 3.2. 
3.2. Smooth sextics. In this subsection we are going to prove Theorem 1.4 (a).
Notation 3.4. Take a point P = (ℓ, p+ q, r+ s) of F . Choose a homogeneous coordinate
system t0, . . . , t3 on P
3 so that ℓ is defined by t2 = t3 = 0. Consider t0, t1 as a homogeneous
coordinate system on ℓ. There are polynomials g, h ∈ C[t0, t1]2 such that ℓ∩(g = 0) = p+q
and ℓ ∩ (h = 0) = r + s. We often write P = (ℓ, [g], [h]).
Let us denote by WP ⊂ W the space of sextic surfaces Y in P
3 with P ∈ U(Y ). Take
Y ∈ WP and let f ∈ C[t0, . . . , t3]6 be its defining polynomial. Then we can set
(3.1) f =
{
g2h+ t2g¯5 + t3h¯5 if ℓ 6⊂ Y
t2g¯5 + t3h¯5 if ℓ ⊂ Y
for some polynomials g¯5 ∈ C[t0, t1, t2]5 and h¯5 ∈ C[t0, t1, t2, t3]5. This shows that WP is
isomorphic to P77. Set g5 = g¯5(t0, t1, 0) and h5 = h¯5(t0, t1, 0, 0).
We remark that any sextic surface Y ⊂ P3 in the complement of codimension 2 subscheme
of W , denoted by Z0, does not contain any line (see. V.4.3 in [4]). We write < f1, . . . , fr >
to denote the subspace of C[t0, t1]d spanned by f1, . . . , fr ∈ C[t0, t1]d.
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Lemma 3.5. In the situation of Notation 3.4, assume that Y contains no line. Choose
r2, s2 ∈ C[t0, t1]2 so that
C[t0, t1]2 =
{
< g, h, r2 > if [g] 6= [h].
< g, s2, r2 > if [g] = [h].
Let
A =
{
< g2h, gh2, ghr2, g
3, g2r2 > if [g] 6= [h]
< g3, g2s2, g
2r2 > if [g] = [h]
and
B =< g2h, t0g5, t1g5, t0h5, t1h5 > .
Then U(Y ) is smooth at P if < A,B >= C[t0, t1]6.
Proof. Define a morphism
ϕ : F = P(S2I∨)×G P(S
2I∨)→ P(S6I∨)
by (ℓ, p+ q, r + s) 7→ (ℓ, 2(p+ q) + r + s). We claim that
(3.2) dim dϕ(TPF ) = 3 + dimA.
Assume that [g] 6= [h]. Since < g, h, r2 >= C[t0, t1]2, the deformation of P in F is given
by
g + u1h+ u2r2, h+ v1g + v2r2, t2 = a0t0 + a1t1, and t3 = b0t0 + b1t1
where a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ C. This induces the identification
TPF = {(a0, a1, b0, b1, g + u1h+ u2r2, h+ v1g + v2r2)|a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ C}.
From the terms of the order ≤ 1 of the equation
(g+u1h+u2r2)
2(h+v1g+v2r2) = g
2h+2u1gh
2+2u2ghr2+v1g
3+v2g
2r2+{order ≥ 2 in ui, vj},
which is the first order deformation of the equation g2h, we obtain an identification
(3.3)
dϕ(TPF ) = {(a0, a1, b0, b1, g
2h+2u1gh
2+2u2ghr2+v1g
3+v2g
2r2) | a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ C}.
This shows the claim (3.2).
Suppose that [g] = [h]. We may assume that g = h. Since < g, r2, s2 >= C[t0, t1]2, the
deformation of P in F is given by
g + u1r2 + u2s2, g + v1r2 + v2s2, t2 = a0t0 + a1t1, and t3 = b0t0 + b1t1
where a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ C. Therefore we get the following identification
TpF = {(a0, a1, b0, b1, g + u1r2 + u2s2, g + v1r2 + v2s2) | a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ C}.
The first order deformation of the equation g2h induces an identification
(3.4)
dϕTP (F ) = {(a0, a1, b0, b1, g
3+2u1g
2r2+2u2g
2s2+v1g
2r2+v2g
2s2)|a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ C}.
Therefore we get the claim (3.2).
Let GY be the subscheme of P(S6I∨) parametrizing {(ℓ, Y ∩ ℓ) | ℓ ∈ G}. We mention
that GY is a section of the bundle P(S6I∨) over G because Y contains no line. From the
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terms of order ≤ 1 in ai, bj of f(t0, t1, a0t0 + a1t1, b0t0 + b1t1), it follows that the embedded
tangent space TQG
Y at Q = ϕ(P ) is
(3.5) TQG
Y = {(a0, a1, b0, b1, g
2h+ a0t0g5 + a1t1g5 + b0t0h5 + b1t1h5) | ai, bj ∈ C}.
Combining (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5), we get the following equality:
(3.6) dim dϕ(TPF ) ∩ TQG
Y = 4− (dim < A,B > − dimA).
Since ϕ(U(Y )) = ϕ(F ) ∩GY , dim dϕ(TPU(Y )) ≤ dim dϕTPF ∩ TQG
Y . From this and the
equations (3.2) and (3.6), we obtain the inequalities
2 ≤ dimTPU(Y ) ≤ dimTPF − dim dϕ(TPF ) + dim dϕ(TPU(Y )) ≤ 9− dim < A,B > .
Therefore if dim < A,B >= 7 then dim TPU(Y ) = 2. We are done. 
Corollary 3.6. Let Y be a sextic surface in P3 containing no line. Then U(Y ) is smooth
at any point P = (ℓ, p+ q, r + s) ∈ U(Y ) such that {p, q} ∩ {r, s} = ∅ and p, q ∈ Ysm.
Proof. Take a point P = (ℓ, p + q, r + s) ∈ U(Y ) with {p, q} ∩ {r, s} = ∅ and p, q ∈ Ysm.
Choose a homogeneous coordinate system t0, . . . , t3 on P
3 so that ℓ = (t2 = t3 = 0). Let
g, h, r2 ∈ C[t0, t1]2 be as in Notation 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. Then the polynomial f defining
Y has the form g2h+ t2g¯5 + t3h¯5 in equation (3.1).
Suppose that p 6= q. We may set g = t0t1, h = (t0 − t1)(t0 − et1) for some e ∈ C
∗, and
r2 = t
2
1, and thus p = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0) and q = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0). Then
A =< t50t1, t
4
0t
2
1, t
3
0t
3
1, t
2
0t
4
1, t0t
5
1 > .
By the assumption p, q ∈ Ysm, g5 and h5 should have one of the following forms:
(1) g5 = ct
5
0 + dt
5
1 + other terms or h5 = ct
5
0 + dt
5
1 + other terms,
(2) g5 = ct
5
0 + 0t
5
1 + other terms and h5 = dt
5
1 + other terms,
(3) g5 = 0t
5
0 + ct
5
1 + other terms and h5 = dt
5
0 + other terms
for some c, d 6= 0 ∈ C. In each case above, it is easy to check that < A,B >= C[t0, t1]6.
Suppose that p = q. We may assume that g = t20, h = (t0− t1)(t0− et1) for some e ∈ C
∗,
and r2 = t
2
1. Then
A =< t60, t
5
0t1, t
4
0t
2
1, t
3
0t
3
1, t
2
0t
4
1 > .
Since Y is smooth at p = q = (0 : 1 : 0 : 0), we have
(i) g5 = ct
5
1 + (other terms) or (ii) h5 = ct
5
1 + (other terms)
for some c 6= 0 ∈ C. It is easily seen that < A,B >= C[t0, t1]6 in each case (i)-(ii).
Therefore the proof comes from Lemma 3.5. 
Proposition 3.7. There is a codimension 2 subscheme Z of W such that for any Y ∈
W \ Z, U(Y ) has at most isolated singular point at any point P = (ℓ, p + q, r + s) with
p, q ∈ Ysm.
Proof. For a point P ∈ F , let W sP ⊂ WP be the space of sextic surface Y ∈ WP such
that P ∈ U(Y )sing. Given any nonzero g, h ∈ C[t0, t1]2, choose r2, s2 ∈ C[t0, t1]2 as in
Lemma 3.5. Then there exist g5, h5 ∈ C[t0, t1]5 such that < A,B >= C[t0, t1]6. This shows
that for any given P ∈ F , W sP is a proper closed subscheme of WP
∼= P77, which implies
that dimW sP ≤ 76.
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Let S ′ ⊂ F be the space of point P = (ℓ, p + q, r + s) such that |{p, q, r, s}| ≤ 2. Then
dimS ′ ≤ 6. Therefore the next union
Z ′ :=
⋃
P∈S′
W sP
has dimension ≤ dimW sP + dimS
′ ≤ 82.
Let S ′′ ⊂ F be the space of P = (ℓ, p + q, r + s) ∈ F such that |{p, q, r, s}| = 3 and
{p, q} ∩ {r, s} 6= ∅. Take a point P = (ℓ, p + q, r + s) ∈ S ′′. Then we may assume that
p = r, and p, q, s are distinct. Therefore we can choose a homogeneous coordinate system
t0, . . . , t3 on P
3 so that ℓ = (t2 = t3 = 0) and
g = t0t1, h = t0(t0 − t1), r2 = t
2
1
where g, h, r2 are as in Notation 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. Then
A =< t50t1, t
4
0t
2
1, t
3
0t
3
1, t
2
0t
4
1 > .
Let Y ∈ WP be a sextic surface containing no line. Then its defining polynomial f has the
form in equation (3.1). Set g5 = g5,5t
5
0 + g5,4t
5
0t1 + · · ·+ g5,0t
5
1 and h5 = h5,5t
5
0 + h5,1t
4
0t1 +
· · ·+ h5,0t
5
1 where gi,j, hi,j ∈ C. Then
t0g5 ≡ g5,5t
6
0 + g5,0t0t
5
1 mod A,
t1g5 ≡ g5,1t0t
5
1 + g5,0t
6
1 mod A,
t0h5 ≡ h5,5t
6
0 + h5,0t0t
5
1 mod A, and
t1h5 ≡ h5,1t0t
5
1 + h5,0t
6
1 mod A.
Therefore dim < A,B >= 7 if and only if the next 4× 3 matrix
M =


g5,5 g5,0 0
0 g5,1 g5,0
h5,5 h5,0 0
0 h5,1 h5,0


has rank 3. Assume that Y is smooth at p and q. Then g5 and h5 satisfy one of (1)-(3) in
the proof of Corollary 3.6. We can easily check that M has rank 3 in cases (2) and (3). If
g5 is of the form (1), that is, g5,5 6= 0 and g5,0 6= 0, then the rank of M is < 3 only when
h5,0 = h5,1 = 0. Similarly, we can show that if h5 is of the form in equation (1) and rank of
M is < 3, then h5,0 = h5,1 = 0. This shows that the space of Y ∈ W
s
P \Z
0 which is smooth
at p and q has dimension 75. We mention that the space of Y ∈ WP which is singular at p
or q has dimension 75, which will be shown at Remark 3.9. Therefore dimW sP \ Z
0 ≤ 75.
Since S ′′ has dimension 7 and dimZ0 ≤ 81, the union
Z ′′ :=
⋃
P∈S′′
W sP
has dimension ≤ 82.
Assume that for general Y in an irreducible component K of Z ′ (resp. Z ′′), its U(Y ) is
singular along a subscheme of dimension ≥ 1 parametrizing points in S ′ (resp. S ′′). Then
codimension of K in W should be ≥ 2. This implies that for any Y in the complement of
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some codimension 2 subscheme of W , the set {P ∈ U(Y )sing | P ∈ S
′ ∪ S ′′} has at most
finite elements. From this and Corollary 3.6, we get the result. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4 (a). Take a line L in W so that L ∩ Z = ∅ where Z is the
subscheme of W in Proposition 3.7. Then for any smooth sextic Y ∈ L, its U(Y ) has at
most isolated singularities by Proposition 3.7. So we obtain the proof. 
3.3. Singular sextics. Let Y be a sextic surface in P3. For a point M ∈ Y , set
ΓYM := {(ℓ,M + q, r + s) ∈ U(Y )} ⊂ U(Y ).
Notation 3.8. Let S be the space of the pairs (M,P ) such that M ∈ P3 and P =
(ℓ,M + q, r + s) ∈ F . We remark that S is smooth irreducible of dimension 8.
For each (M,P ) ∈ S, we denote by W sM,P the space of singular sextic surfaces Y ∈ W
s
such that M ∈ Ysing and P ∈ Γ
Y
M . Let W
s be the space of ((M,P ), Y ) ∈ S ×W s such
that Y ∈ W sM,P . Let us denote by p1 :W
s → S and p2 :W
s → W s the natural projection
morphisms.
Remark 3.9. Take any (M,P ) ∈ S. Choose a homogeneous coordinate system t0, . . . , t3
on P3 so that M = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0) and ℓ = (t2 = t3 = 0). Take Y ∈ W
s
M,P . Let
f ∈ C[t0, . . . , t3] be the defining polynomial of Y of the form (3.1). Since Y is singular at
M , g¯5 and h¯5 in (3.1) should be of the form
g¯5(t0, t1, t2) = t1g4(t0, t1) + t2α4(t0, t1, t2)
and
h¯5(t0, t1, t2, t3) = t1h4(t0, t1) + t2β4(t0, t1, t2) + t3γ4(t0, t1, t2, t3)
for some g4, h4 ∈ C[t0, t1]4, α4, β4 ∈ C[t0, t1, t2]4 and γ4 ∈ C[t0, t1, t2, t3]4. This shows that
W sM,P is isomorphic to P
75. Therefore Ws is smooth, irreducible of dimension 83.
Proposition 3.10. Let Y ⊂ P3 be a general singular sextic surface with a node M . Then
ΓYM is a smooth irreducible curve.
Proof. Let Y ∈ W s be a general singular sextic surface. Then p−12 (Y ) is isomorphic to Γ
Y
M
where M ∈ Ysing. For the proof it is enough to show that dimΓ
Y
M = 1. In fact, this implies
that p2 is surjective, and hence we get the proof by applying Bertini theorem.
Choose a homogeneous coordinate system t0, . . . , t3 on P
3 so that M = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0).
Let H ⊂ G be the space of lines containing M . Then H is isomorphic to P2. Choose a
homogeneous coordinate system a1, a2, a3 on H so that (a1 : a2 : a3) ∈ H represents the
line passing through (1 : 0 : 0 : 0) and (0 : a1 : a2 : a3).
Let Γ¯YM be the subscheme of H parametrizing lines ℓ such that (ℓ,M + q, r+ s) ∈ U(Y )
for some q, r, s ∈ ℓ. We only need to show that dim Γ¯YM = 1.
Let f = f(t0, . . . , t3) be the homogeneous polynomial defining Y . Then f is of the form
f = f2(t1, t2, t3)t
4
0 + f3(t1, t2, t3)t
3
0 + · · ·+ f6(t1, t2, t3)
for some homogeneous polynomials fi(t1, t2, t3) of degree i in t1, t2, t3. Since
f(s, ta1, ta2, ta3) = t
2(s4f2(a1, a2, a3) + · · ·+ t
3sf5(a1, a2, a3) + t
4f6(a1, a2, a3)),
we have (a1 : a2 : a3) ∈ Γ¯
Y
M if and only if s
4f2(a1, a2, a3) + · · · + st
3f5(a1, a2, a3) +
t4f6(a1, a2, a3) has a multiple root as a homogeneous polynomial in s and t. It follows
that Γ¯YM has dimension 1 for general Y . 
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Proposition 3.11. Let Y ⊂ P3 be a general sextic surface with a node M . Then U(Y ) is
projective surface which has a double point of rank 2 along ΓYM .
Proof. Take a point (M,P ) ∈ S. Let ZM,P be the space of all Y such that ℓ 6⊂ Y and U(Y )
is not a surface which has a double point of rank 2 at P . We first prove the next claim.
Claim: ZM,P has codimension ≥ 2 in W
s
M,P .
Choose a homogeneous coordinate system t0, . . . , t3 on P
3 so that M = (1 : 0 : 0 : 0)
and ℓ = (t2 = t3 = 0). Write P = (ℓ, [g], [h]) for g, h ∈ C[t0, t1] as in Notation 3.4. For
simplicity we will assume that g = t0t1 and h = (t0 − t1)(t0 + t1). The general cases can
be shown using similar methods. Set r2 = t
2
1 so that < g, h, r2 >= C[t0, t1]2.
Choose an affine coordinate system (a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2) of an affine open neighbor-
hood U ∼= C8a0,a1,b0,b1,u1,u2,v1,v2 ⊂ F of P so that (a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2) ∈ U represents
(ℓ′, p′ + q′, r′ + s′) ∈ F where ℓ′ is the line defined by t2 = a0t0 + a1t1 and t3 = b0t0 + b1t1,
and
ℓ′ ∩ (g + u1h + u2r2 = 0) = p
′ + q′ and ℓ′ ∩ (h+ v1g + v2r2 = 0) = r
′ + s′.
In this coordinate system we have P = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).
Take Y ∈ W sM,P with ℓ 6⊂ Y . Let f ∈ [t0, . . . , t3] be the defining polynomial of Y . As we
mentioned in Remark 3.9, f is of the form
f = g2h + t2g¯5 + t3h¯5
where
g¯5(t0, t1, t2) = t1g4(t0, t1) + t2α4(t0, t1, t2)
and
h¯5(t0, t1, t2, t3) = t1h4(t0, t1) + t2β4(t0, t1, t2) + t3γ4(t0, t1, t2, t3)
for some g4, h4 ∈ C[t0, t1]4, α4, β4 ∈ C[t0, t1, t2]4 and γ4 ∈ C[t0, t1, t2, t3]4. Write g4(t0, t1) =
c4t
4
0 + · · ·+ c0t
4
1, α4(t0, t1, 0) = d4t
4
0 + · · ·+ d0t
4
1, h4(t0, t1) = e4t
4
0 + · · ·+ e0t
4
1, β4(t0, t1, 0) =
m4t
4
0 + · · ·+m0t
4
1 and γ4(t0, t1, 0, 0) = n4t
4
0 + · · ·+ n0t
4
1. Then we have
f(t0, t1, a0t0 + a1t1, b0t0 + b1t1)
= (a20d4 + a0b0m4 + b
2
0n4 +A6,3)t
6
0 + (a0c4 + b0e4 +A5,2)t
5
0t1
+ (1 + a0c3 + a1c4 + b0e3 + b1e4 +A4,2)t
4
0t
2
1 + (a0c2 + a1c3 + b0e2 + b1e3 +A3,2)t
3
0t
3
1
+ (−1 + a0c1 + a1c2 + b0e1 + b1e2 +A2,2)t
2
0t
4
1 + (a0c0 + a1c1 + b0e0 + b1e1 +A1,2)t0t
5
1
+ (a1c0 + b1e0 +A0,2)t
6
1,
and
(g + u1h+ u2r2)
2(h+ v1g + v2r2)
= u21t
6
0 + (2u1 +B5,2)t
5
0t1 + (1 +B4,2)t
4
0t
2
1 + (−4u1 + 2u2 + v1 +B3,2)t
3
0t
3
1
+ (−1 + v2 +B2,2)t
2
0t
4
1 + (2u1 − 2u2 +B1,2)t0t
5
1 + (B0,2)t
6
1.
for some polynomial Ak,d (resp. Bk,d) in variables a0, a1, b0, b1 (resp. u1, u2, v1, v2 ) such
that its all nonzero terms have order ≥ d. In particular A6,3 is a polynomial in a0, b0.
Note that (a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2) ∈ U(Y ) ∩ U if and only if
f(t0, t1, a0t0 + a1t1, b0t0 + b1t1) = λ(g + u1h+ u2r2)
2(h+ v1g + v2r2)
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for some λ ∈ C∗ if and only if
u21 = λ(a
2
0d4 + b0a0m4 + b
2
0n4 +A6,3),
2u1 +B5,2 = λ(a0c4 + b0e4 +A5,2),
1 +B4,2 = λ(1 + a0c3 + a1c4 + b0e3 + b1e4 +A4,2),
−4u1 + 2u2 + v1 +B3,2 = λ(a0c2 + a1c3 + b0e2 + b1e3 +A3,2),
−1 + v2 +B2,2 = λ(−1 + a0c1 + a1c2 + b0e1 + b1e2 +A2,2),
2u1 − 2u2 = λ(a0c0 + a1c1 + b0e0 + b1e1 +A1,2), and
B0,2 = λ(a1c0 + b1e0 +A0,2)
for some λ ∈ C∗. Therefore U(Y ) ∩ U ⊂ U is defined by 6 equations of the form
(∗) u21 = a
2
0d4 + b0a0m4 + b
2
0n4 + C1,3,
2u1 = a0c4 + b0e4 + C2,2,
v2 = a0(c1 + c3) + a1(c2 + c4) + b0(e1 + e3) + b1(e2 + e4) + C3,2,
−4u1 + 2u2 + v1 = a0c2 + a1c3 + b0e2 + b1e3 + C4,2,
2u1 − 2u2 = a0c0 + a1c1 + b0e0 + b1e1 + C5,2, and
0 = a1c0 + b1e0 + C6,2
Here each Ck,d is a polynomial in variables a0, a1, b0, b1, u1, u2, v1, v2 such that its all nonzero
monomials are of degree ≥ d.
Let V ⊂ U be the subscheme given by the following 5 linear equations which are the
linear parts of last 5-polynomials in the defining equations of U(Y ) ∩ U ⊂ U ;
(∗∗) 2u1 = a0c4 + b0e4,
v2 = a0(c1 + c3) + a1(c2 + c4) + b0(e1 + e3) + b1(e2 + e4),
−4u1 + 2u2 + v1 = a0c2 + a1c3 + b0e2 + b1e3
2u1 − 2u2 = a0c0 + a1c1 + b0e0 + b1e1
0 = a1c0 + b1e0.
We note that V has dimension 3 except only when c0 = e0 = 0. We assume that c0 6= 0 or
e0 6= 0, and hence dim V = 3. By the implicity function theorem, in some suitable analytic
neighborhood of P , we can identity U(Y ) with the zero set of one analytic equation in U
whose smallest degree term is the restriction to V of
(3.7) u21 = a
2
0d4 + b0a0m4 + b
2
0n4
which is the quadratic term of (∗). Thus the Zariski tangent space of U(Y ) at P can be
identified with V . Let Q∗ be the qudractic form on V defined by the restriction of Q the
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quatratic form on U ∼= C8a0,a1,b0,b1,u1,u2,v1,v2 given by the following 8× 8 matrix :
Q =


d4 0
1
2
m4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1
2
m4 0 n4 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.
Then U(Y ) has a double point of rank k at P if and only if Q∗ has rank k.
Set
v =
{
(0, 1, 0,−e0
c0
, 0, 0, 0, 0) if c0 6= 0.
(0,− c0
e0
, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) if c0 = 0.
Then v ∈ V and vQvt = 0. This implies that the rank of Q∗ is ≤ 2.
The vector space spanned by a = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and b = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) is
contained in V . Since aQat = d4, bQb
t = n4 and (a + b)Q(a + b)
t = d4 + n4 + m4, it
follows that the rank of Q∗ is ≤ 1 only when d4 = d4+n4+m4 = 0, n4 = d4+n4+m4 = 0,
or d4 = n4 = 0.
Combining the arguments above, we obtain the proof of our claim.
Let Zs ⊂ Ws be the space of ((M,P ), Y ) ∈ Ws such that U(Y ) is not a projective
surface which has a double point of rank 2 at P .
We remark that any sextic surfaec Y ⊂ P3 in the complement of codimension 2 subscheme
of W contains no line. From this and the claim above, it follows that p2|Zs : Z
s → W s is
not dominant. This proves our proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4 (b). The proof immediately comes from Propositions 3.7, 3.10
and 3.11. 
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